
Cleveland Call & Post (1934–1991)
Activism in action 

EDITOR WILLIAM O. WALKER used his newspaper to rally the masses in support of equal rights, much 
as civil rights leaders would decades later. In the 1930s, the Cleveland Call & Post called upon the local 
community to support the Scottsboro defendants with letters, clothing, stamps, and cigarettes. It also 
encouraged donations to the defense fund for the innocent youths, reminding its readers that the freedom 
of nine Southern black boys wasn’t all that was at stake — so were the rights of all black Americans to a fair 
jury trial. 

Through his newspaper, Walker also promoted participation in politics, urged the establishment of legal aid 
societies by the African-American community, and encouraged black solidarity and self-reliance. Today’s 
researchers can explore online 57 years of the Cleveland Call & Post. 
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Why the Cleveland Call & Post? 

• Full access to one a leading voice of the black community: Users can study the progression of issues 
over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1934-1991, including 
news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform 
allow for cover-to-cover browsing of complete issues of the Cleveland Call & Post, but users can find a 
broader view of issues and events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as 
the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Defender. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 
20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant 
information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston 
Advisor Reader’s Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes 
improved document viewing, easier navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or request a free trial, contact us at www.proquest.com/go/D9369.




